Jacobsthal's conjecture has been disproved by counterexample a few years ago. We continue to verify this conjecture on a larger scale. For this purpose, we implemented an extension of the Greedy Permutation Algorithm and computed the maximum Jacobsthal function for the product of k primes up to k = 43.
Introduction
Notation Henceforth, we denote the set of integral numbers by Z and the set of natural numbers, i.e. positive integers, by N. P = {p i | i ∈ N} is the ordered set of prime numbers with p 1 = 2. As usual, we define the k th primorial number as the product of the first k primes:
The number of prime divisors of a natural number n ∈ N is the number of different primes which divide n: d P (n) = |{p ∈ P | p/n}|.
Jacobsthal's conjecture
The Jacobsthal function j(n), n ∈ N is defined to be the smallest m ∈ N, such that every sequence of m consecutive integers contains at least one element coprime to n [4, 1] .
Definition 1.1. Jacobsthal function.
For n ∈ N, the Jacobsthal function j(n) is defined as j(n) = min {m ∈ N | ∀ a ∈ Z ∃ x ∈ {1, . . . , m} : a + x ⊥ n}.
The entire Jacobsthal function is therefore determined by its values for products of distinct primes [4] . In his subsequent elaborations [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] , Jacobsthal derived explicit formulae for the calculation of function values for squarefree n containing up to seven distinct prime factors, and bounds on the function for up to ten distinct prime factors.
There are two derived functions related to sqarefree numbers. The particular case of primorial numbers is the first step when investigating squarefree numbers. The Jacobsthal function applied to primorial numbers h(k) is therefore defined as the smallest m ∈ N, such that every sequence of m consecutive integers contains an integer coprime to the product of the first k primes.
Definition 1.2. Primorial Jacobsthal function.
For k ∈ N, the primorial Jacobsthal function h(k) is defined as h(k) = j(p k #).
The more general case considers the product of k arbitrary but different primes. Here, we initially ask for the maximum of the Jacobsthal function applied to any natural number with k prime factors. The reduction to squarefree numbers is sufficient again. Definition 1.3. Maximum Jacobsthal function. Let n, k ∈ N. Then H(k) is the maximum of the Jacobsthal function for products of k different primes.
The computation of both functions is complicated and time-consuming. However, computational results for h(k) are available for several years [2, 12] . Jacobsthal himself knew only very few function values. For small k, they were calculated without the help of computers. In all these cases, the results for both functions were the same. So, Jacobsthal assumed ( [7] , p. 3) that H(k) = h(k) should hold for all k ∈ N.
This assumption seems obvious at a first glance because less elements of a sequence are coprime to a smaller prime than to a larger one on average. Nevertheless, Hajdu and Saradha [3] found a counterexample: H(24) > h(24). Moreover, they demonstrated that the conjecture holds for k < 24.
The disproof of Jacobsthal's conjecture implies that there might be more cases for which a particular choice of primes could lead to longer sequences without coprimes than in case of only applying the smallest primes. In the following sections, we provide exhaustive computational results for the maximum Jacobsthal function H(k) for all k ≤ 43. In fact, there are quite a number of additional counterexamples. The detailed results rather suggest conjectures in the opposite direction.
The computation of H(k)
The function H(k) cannot be calculated by an unaltered utilisation of its definition because there are infinitely many choices of k different primes. After introducing some divisibility properties of sequences of consecutive integers, we follow an idea of Hajdu and Saradha [3] and first omit the sole even prime 2 from the calculation. This has proven sufficient and reduces unnecessary effort.
In a second step, we introduce an upper bound on the primes needed to be considered [3] . This problem reduction makes the computation of H(k) possible. Simultaneously, the validity of Jacobsthal's conjecture follows from it for k ≤ 19.
Finally, we extend the recently developed Greedy Permutation Algorithm [12] and adapt it to the current problem. That approach ensures an efficient computation of H(k) and an exhaustive search for all representative sequences of maximum length.
Sequences and coverings
A series of consecutive integers (a + 1, . . . , a + m) where a ∈ Z and m ∈ N is shortly denoted by a m . We emphasise that a itself is not member of a m .
A set of primes {π i } k i=1 is called covering of a series of consecutive integers a m if every elements of the series is divisible by one of the given primes. We shortly say
Definition 2.1. Covering. Let a ∈ Z, m, k ∈ N and π i ∈ P, i = 1, . . . , k.
The prime 2 plays a specific role in coverings. We formulate a lemma which makes the separation of prime 2 straightforward in future considerations. Extending a set of odd primes by 2 may more than double the length of the coverable sequence.
Lemma 2.2.
Let m, k ∈ N, k ≥ 2, and π i ∈ P, i = 1, . . . , k with π 1 = 2.
There exists b ∈ Z with b ≡ 2·a (mod π i ), i = 2, . . . , k, and b ≡ 1 (mod 2) due to the Chinese remainder theorem. Then
In both cases, a satisfies the requirements because 2 ∤ π i .
Restriction to odd primes
Given k different primes π i , i = 1, . . . , k, the function H(k) by definition turns out to be the smallest m ∈ N, such that every sequence of m consecutive integers contains at least one element coprime to any of the π i . This means on the other hand that H(k) is the largest m ∈ N for which a sequence of m − 1 consecutive integers exists, such that each of its elements is divisible by one of the π i .
For the determination of H(k), it has proven sufficient to omit the smallest prime 2 from the calculation. Therefore, we define a function Ω(k) the computation of which reduces unnecessary effort. Subsequently, we will directly associate it with H(k) in a functional relationship.
We define Ω(k) as the maximum m ∈ N for which a sequence of m consecutive integers and k − 1 different odd primes π i , i = 2, . . . , k exist, such that each element of the sequence is divisible by one of the π i .
Definition 2.3. Maximum Jacobsthal function for odd numbers.
Let m, k ∈ N, k ≥ 2, and π i ∈ P > 2, i = 2, . . . , k.
In other words, Ω(k) is the maximum m ∈ N such that a ∈ Z and π i ∈ P > 2, i = 2, . . . , k exist where {π i } k i=2 covers a m .
Remark 2.4. We emphasise that the arguments k of H and Ω were harmonised for the case of π 1 = 2 is included in H. Furthermore, we remind that H is completely determined by considering only squarefree numbers.
For n, k ∈ N, the definition of H(k) = max d P (n)=k j(n) splits into two cases: 2 | n and 2 ∤ n. Thus, we receive for the moment
Considering k arbitrary odd primes only,
follows by definition.
On the other hand, we can now relate H and Ω for the case of coverings including the prime 2.
Proof. By definition 2.3, there exist a ∈ Z and π i ∈ P > 2, i = 2, . . . , k such that
Maximality remains retained in both directions.
For k ∈ N ≥ 2, we finally conclude
For the determination of H-values, it is sufficient to focus on the computation of the function values of Ω. We may limit to odd primes.
Balanced coverings
We note that H(1) = 2 holds because for any prime p, p | p, and p ∤ (p ± 1). In case of k = 2, we get Ω(k) = 1 for the same reason.
We now turn our attention to the case k ≥ 3 and go on to restrict the choice of primes. First, we demonstrate that we only need to consider coverings {π i } k i=2 of a sequence of maximum length where any π i > p k covers at least two positions in the sequence exclusively. We call such coverings balanced. In analogy with Hajdu and Saradha [3] , we prove that the primes of balanced coverings can be bounded. Definition 2.6. Balanced covering. Let {π i } k i=2 be a covering of a m with a ∈ Z, m, k ∈ N, k ≥ 3, and
Proof. Let {π i } k i=2 be a covering of a Ω(k) . Given any j, 2 ≤ j ≤ k with π j > p k , and a position a + x, 1 ≤ x ≤ m, exclusively covered by π j , i.e. π j | (a + x) and π i ∤ (a + x) for i = 2, . . . , k, i = j. Such an x ∈ N must exist because Ω(k) represents the maximum length. Otherwise, π j could be chosen to cover position a + Ω(k) + 1.
Due to π j > p k , there is a p ν ∈ {π i } k i=2 with 2 ≤ ν ≤ k and p ν ≤ p k . If a + x were the only position with the above property then we set {π i
A non-balanced covering {π i } k i=2 of a Ω(k) can therefore be reduced to a balanced covering by repeated application of the just described procedure.
With that result, we can derive an upper bound on the primes necessary to consider for the computation of Ω(k).
Proposition 2.8.
Let {π i } k i=2 be a balanced covering of a Ω(k) with a ∈ Z, k ∈ N ≥ 3, and π i ∈ P > 2, i = 2, . . . , k. Then π i ≤ q k holds for all i = 2, . . . , k where
Proof. Let {π i } k i=2 be a balanced covering of a Ω(k) . Without loss of generality, we assume π 2 ≤ · · · ≤ π k . Then π k ≥ p k is obvious.
For π k > q k , there could only be one position x, 1 ≤ x ≤ m with π k | (a + x). We assume there were two positions x, x + d·π k with d ∈ N, 1 ≤
Thus, the case π k > q k violates the definition of balanced coverings.
The previous proposition proves the restriction to balanced coverings sufficient. For the computation of Ω(k), only odd primes π i ≤ q k need to be included in the calculations. The scheme in figure 1 depicts all necessary steps for the calculation of H(k). As demonstrated above, Ω(k) must always be known one step ahead. We already know a wide range of values for the function h(k) [2, 12] , which represents the Jacobsthal function applied to primorial numbers.
From the computation of it, we also know values of ω(k) [2, 12] in addition. This function is equivalent to Ω(k) for the first k − 1 odd primes π i ≤ p k .
We note
Therefore, we have q k = p k and the computation was always done for 3 ≤ k ≤ 19. Furthermore, we get q 20 = p 21 = 73 and conclude
The remaining problem is the computation of Ω(k) for k ≥ 21. For the moment, we can state that the conjecture of Jacobsthal holds at least for all k ≤ 19. Together with the above mentioned results for k ≤ 2, we obtain the following table 1. 
An Algorithm for the computation of Ω(k)
The Greedy Permutation Algorithm (GPA) [12] was developed for the computation of ω(k) which is equivalent to Ω(k) for the first k − 1 odd primes π i ≤ p k . We extend this algorithm according to our current problem and thus make an efficient computation of Ω(k) possible. This approach also enables an exhaustive search for all corresponding balanced coverings.
The underlying idea of GPA is based on a specific order of choosing appropriate residue classes for each prime under consideration. This principle can contribute to the calculation of Ω(k) because any maximum covering can uniquely be represented by a set {a i } of residue classes to the corresponding modules π i .
Proposition 2.9.
Let {π i } k i=2 be a covering of a Ω(k) with a ∈ Z, k ∈ N ≥ 3, and π i ∈ P > 2, i = 2, . . . , k. Then there exist uniquely determined non-zero residue classes a i mod π i such that every number of the sequence 0 Ω(k) . belongs to one of them.
According to the Chinese remainder theorem, there exists an a ∈ Z solving the system of simultaneous congruences a ≡ −a i (mod π i ), i = 2, . . . , k. With this solution, {π i } k i=2 is a covering of a Ω(k) because for all respective x there exists i with
GPA is a recursive algorithm. It starts with a given set of primes and an empty array representing the sequence a m of a tentative length m. The algorithm tries to find suitable residuals a i mod π i such that as many positions of the sequence as possible can be covered. In each step, one of the remaining a i mod π i and therefore also the prime π i itself are chosen, the corresponding array elements are assigned, and the number of still free positions is compared with the maximum number of positions which can be covered by the remaining primes. If there is no more chance to fill the sequence then the current step will be skipped. If necessary, the length m of the sequence will be enlarged until the maximum possible value is reached.
The number of conceivable combinations of residuals is enormous. The algorithm processes only a fraction of it. GPA chooses that residual first which covers most of the free positions. It need not be reconsidered on the same recursion level again because all possible combinations are checked with the first use. So, the maximum length of the sequence can be reached more quickly, and the rejection of bad combinations can be done earlier. A detailed description of the Greedy Permutation Algorithm can be found in [12] .
Some simple generalisations of GPA make the efficient computation of Ω(k) possible. The set of primes which should be processed by the algorithm must be extended to p 2 , . . . , p k , . . . , q k . Moreover, the number of recursion steps must be limited to k − 1. This limit also has to be considered when counting the maximum number of coverable positions. And finally, every potential solution must be verified to be balanced.
The following pseudocode 1 summarises the algorithm applied in this paper. 
Algorithm 1 Extended Greedy Permutation Algorithm (EGPA

Results
The Extended Greedy Permutation Algorithm 1 was successfully applied to the computation of Ω(k) for 20 ≤ k ≤ 43. The outcome was used to calculate the corresponding H(k)-values as depicted in figure 1 . Ω(44) < 320 was verified for the assessment of H(43) as well. As an additional result, we received all existing balanced coverings of length Ω(k) in that range and provide this data in ancillary files.
Summarised results
In accord with Hajdu and Saradha [3] , we can confirm Jacobsthal's conjecture 1.4 H(k) = h(k) for 20 ≤ k ≤ 23 whereas H(24) > h(24). Thus, we ascertained k = 24 to be the smallest counterexample. In our further calculations we found that H(k) = h(k) holds for k = 25, 26, 28, 29, 31, 32 only. In all other cases, Jacobsthal's conjecture was violated. Moreover, the difference H(k) − h(k) seems to grow on average. Violations of Jacobsthal's conjecture are highlighted.
We emphasise that n cov counts only balanced coverings of the sequences of length Ω(k) containing at least one prime π i > p k .
In case of H(k) = h(k), there are always coverings with π i ≤ p k for i = 2, . . . , k which were completely provided in [12] . Additional coverings counted by n cov could be found for k = 21, 22, 26, 29 only, and none for k = 20, 23, 25, 28, 31, 32.
In case of H(k) > h(k), other balanced coverings cannot exist. At least one prime π i > p k must be included by definition. 
moduli_c.txt
In this file, every position x ∈ {1, . . . , m} of a sequence is characterised by the smallest prime p j , j ∈ {2, . . . , k} covering x.
remainders_c.txt
This file includes the ordered set of remainders a i mod π i , i ∈ {2, . . . , k} for every sequence as described in proposition 2.9.
permutations_c.txt
The third file represents every covering by a uniquely determined permutation of the primes under consideration. Starting with a prime which covers position 1, the permutation order follows from the coverage of the next still uncovered position at each time until the sequence is completely covered.
The sequences in "remainders_c.txt" are separately sorted for each k by ascending remainders. This order was maintained in the other files "permutations_c.txt" and "moduli_c.txt" to make a direct comparison possible.
Final remarks
The conjecture 1.4 of Jacobsthal has previously been disproved. This paper provides computational results extending far beyond. New questions arise with it. We dare make the following three conjectures and put them up for discussion.
Conjecture 3.1.
H(k) > h(k) for all k ≥ 33.
With the detection of the first counterexample, Hajdu and Saradha [3] asked for whether there are more or even infinitely many counterexamples or not. Our results, as shown in table 2, rather imply questions in the opposite direction: Are there infinitely many k satisfying Jacobsthal's conjecture? Or might k = 32 be the last one?
Conjecture 3.2.
H(k) < 2·H(k − 1) for all k ≥ 3.
The specified assertion is equivalent to Ω(k) ≤ 2 · Ω(k − 1) + 1 for all k ≥ 3. Its validity would simplify the calculation of H(k) as outlined in subsection 2.2. The assumption was already made in [3] . All data known so far support the conjecture.
A simple upper bound could be derived as a corollary of the conjecture: H(k) < 2 k for k ≥ 3. This bound is in fact not tight. However, the weaker version H(k) ≤ 2 k has always been proven by Kanold [10] by other means.
Conjecture 3.3.
H(k) < k 2 for all k ≥ 3.
